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. The concepts of axLe-connector (negative off-
track term) and connector-axle distances as they
interrelate r,rith overall wheelbase to deter¡nine the
vehicle-dependent vâlue tL2,

. The correct, half-t.rack adjustment of the
turning radius to determine the vehicle centerline
radius (R), and

. The relative simpLicity of the calculations
when the formula components hâve been properly de-
fined.

Às a general overview of the formula application,
it can be said thât the WHI offtrack for¡nula is an
accurate and expeditious tool for comparing worst-
case vehicle turning performance. Worst case is em-
phasízed because the steady-state vâIues as computed
virtually always exceed those for a 9o-degree turn.
Be aware, however, that the for¡nula rnay break do$rn
for long units on short-radius curves.

Not even mentioned was that the mathemat.icâl
formulation of the Canadian transient offtrack model
now offers the capability to conpute maximum offtrack
for any given degree of turn. The for¡nulâs available
in the report by Woodrooffe et al. (6) can be used
to adjust the steady-state value when it has been
determÍned. That discussion, however, is a fol1or,r-on
subject and will not be at.tempted as part of this
presentation.

Offtracking calculations and their interpreta-
tions are indeed skiLls that âre t,honed¡, only with

Vehicle Offtracking Models
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Motor vehicles typically etnploy a single steered
front axle folLowed by one or more unsteered rear
ax1es. In Lovr-speed turns, the rear ¡rheels track in-
side the paths taken by the front wheels, such that
the pâth svrept by the vehicle is wider than the
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ÀBSTRÀCT

when a vehicle t,urns, the rear wheels track inside the path traced by the front
wheels. This behavior is called offtracking and can lead to probLems when large
trucks operate in confined areas. The nethods that have been used by desÍgners to
estimate the offtracking of heavy trucks are reviewed, and then a conputer rnethod
for graphing the complete s$rept path of an arbitrary vehicle making any type of
turn at 1or,, speed is described. The ¡nethod is valid for nearly all truck config-
urations in use on the highways, including double and triple combinations. The
paper includes several example plotsr and a computer progran that uses this
method, developed for the Apple II computer, is described. The progran is avail-
able free fro¡n the Federal Highway Administration.
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frequent use. further, when i.mproperly used any spe-
cial-purpose tool will fail to do the job for which
it. was designed. The purpose of this presentation
has been to out.line the concepts and procedures re-
quired to correctly use the WHI offtracking formuta.
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vehicle itself. Figure I shows how this behavior re-
su1t,s in an additional swept width, called offtrack-
ing, for the vehicle. Offtracking can pose problems
whenever there is not enough space to accorn¡nodate
both the width of the vehÍcle and the additional
offtracking displacement. Thus engineers laying out
geonetric designs for intersections, parking areas,
and other Locations with restricted geo¡netry need to
address the potentÍaI offtracking requirements of
the Largest vehicles that will be using the area.
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The methods that have been used by designers to
estimate the offtracking of heavy trucks are revieweil
and their limitations are ¡nentioned. A computer-based
method for graphing the cornplete sleept path of an
ârbitrary vehicle maklng any type of turn at 1or,,
speed is then described and demonstrated. The com-
puter method presented is valid for nearly all truck
configurations in use on the highways¡ including
double and triple combinations. A cornputer program
that uses this method has been developed for the
Apple II computer and is availabLe to the public from
FlIwA. when equipped with the appropriate plotting
hardware, the program produces high-quality scaled
drawings of vehicle offtracking. By using this pro-
gratn or an equivaLent, t.he designer can see just hor,,
much space will be requÍred by various vehicles to
navigate a turn.

Most vehicle rnodels used for offtracking predic-
tions are one dinensional and neglect effects of
vehicle width during low-speed turns. The assurnptions
underlying a one-dimensional rrbicycle rnodelt' are
relevant to the range of applications for which the
rnodels are valid and are described first.

BICYCLE MODEL

Description

In this paper are discussed models that assume that
all nonsteered whee¡.s that are rigidly connected can
be represented by a single "equivalent. wheel" located
near the centroid of the actual vrheel positions. Be-
cause highway vehicles are syrûnetric from right to
left, with each erheel on the right side of the
vehicle having a corresponding wheel on the left
side, the model is bâsed on a single wheel located
at thè center of. the ax1e. Thus the vehicle is
¡nodeled geometrically as a bicycle. Multiple-axled
suspensíons are similarly nodeled as a single effec-
tive axle, usually located at the geometric center
of the nonsteered axles.

Figure 2 shovJs hov¡ an l8-r,¡heeled tractor-semi-
t,railer co¡nbination vehicle would be represented by
t$¡o linked bicycle models. The bicycle ¡nodel for the
tractor has the front point coinciding with the cen-
ter of the front axle and the rear point coinciding
with a point nidway betereen the two rear axles. The
wheelbaser designated L1r is the distance betvreen
these points. Note that the r.¡heeLbase pararneter is
less than the longest wheeLbase di¡nension of the
tractor because it does not extend to the second rear
axle. NaturalLy, it is also less than the overall
length of the tractor. The wheelbase for the se¡ni-
traiLer ' designated L2, is the distânce between
the hitch and the center point of the two axles. The
front point of the sernitrailer does not necessary
coincide with the rear point of the tractor unit,
and therefore the offset distance, designated À1r Ís
also needed. The offset is shown as a positive quan-
t,ity in the figure because it is in front of the
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IIIGURB 2 Two linked "bicycle" vehicle models.

equivalent lrhee1 position. when the hitch point is
located behind the rear wheel, a negative value is
used.

lerns

In this paper, each conponent (tractor, semÍtraiJ.er,
doJ.Iy, and so forth) of a combination vehicle is
called a "vehicle unit.rr The rear point in the bi-
cycj.e model wilL be referred to as the "rear axLet'
for convenience, although it is recognized that it
is actually the center of the tvro or ¡nore rear i{heels
in the actual vehicle being nodeled. For a single-
unit vehicle, such as a truck, bus, or auto¡nobiLe,
the front point al$rays corresponds to the center of
the steered front ax1e. The same is true for the
tractor in a combination vehicle. For towed units,
the front point always corresponds to the hitch Io-
cation. Because the front point may represent either
the center of a steered axLe or a hitch location, it
will be referred to sirnpLy âs rthe front point."

Limitations

When turning at low speeds¡ the unsteered reâr wheels
of a vehicl-e follor., a pâth that is deter¡nined nainly
by two factors: (a) the paths taken by the front
v¡heels and (b) the fixed geometric relationship be-
tween the front and rear axle or axles. At higher
speeds, the masses of the vehicle conponents cause
forces that resist change in direction. These forces
interact with tire forces to deter¡nine where the
vehicle goes. UsuaLly, the effect of the ¡nasses is
to force the rear wheels to the outside of the turn,
reducing the offtracking. Although it is possible in
so¡ne cases for the rear axle or axles to actuaLly
track outboard at high speeds, the swept width ls
generally largest at 1or,, speeds. Thus nodels based
only on kinematic reLations can be used to predict
"¡¡orst-case I' of f tracking.

There is a great deaL of additional mathernaticaL

$
FIGURD I Examplc of the offtracking effect for a singlc-unit vehicle.
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complexity that is encountered v¡hen going fro¡n a
simpJ.e bÍcycle nodel to one that includes details of
tire mechanics. Fortunatelyf these effects have only
â slight influence in rnost of the situations that
concern pavement fayout design. Therefore thís paper
deals exclusively with methoils based on the bicycle
mottel. Before continuing, however, a fey¡ exceptional
cases wiII be ¡¡entioned for which the bicycle notlel
is not appropriate. The bicycle moileL is inaccurate
in these cases becâuse the tlre mechanlcs act in
such a way thât identically steered wheels do not
perform the sâme as a single equivalent wheelr as is
assumed in the bicycle ¡nodel.

For an axle with dual tires to follovr a curved
path, it is necessary for the individual tires to
assune nonzero slip anglesr generating forces that
cancel but nonetheless create a steering rnonent. This
monent acts âbout the center of the axle and resists
any turning. The same effect is createil nhen there
are tlro or ¡nore nonsteered axles rigldly connected
in a tandem or triple suspension. A resuLt of these
tire forces Ís that significant steering effort is
required to navigate a turn in contrast to the zero
steering effort that would be adequate if all tires
grere to roLl with no sLip.

The steering effort is not of concern as fong as
the requÍred forces are available. One li¡nitation is
the friction of the pavenent surface. If the required
steering forces at the front axle exceed the friction
avail.able, then the front tlres ¡+iII slÍde and the
vehicle wiII noÈ nake the turn as predicted with a
no-sJ.ip bicycle ¡nodel. This ¡night happen for a spe-
cial vehlcle with many heavily loaded rear axles that
are unstêered and a lightly loaded front axle, but
such behavior would be most uncornnon for a hlghway
vehLcle.

Another case in which a single wheel with zero
slip is not a good representation of a group of un-
steered wheels is that in v¡hich the tires on the
wheels are not identical or all the tires in a group
are not loaded equally.

I{hen the tires are nore or less the same, and
equally loaded as intended. the steering noments
generated by Èhe nonsteered tires have only a ninor
influence on the vehicle tracking performance on
high-friction surfaces (that isr dry pavenent) and
can be included ín a bicycle model by modifying the
$rheelbase pararneter (Ð. This effect is typically so
slight that a simple georîetrlc averaging is generally
acceptable for obtaining the wheelbase pararneters of
the bicycle nodlel.

On slippery surfaces sone of the tlres can reach
the frictional limits while others do not, resulting
in different offtracking performance than wouLd be
obtained on a high-frlction surface (3). rt¡e bicycle
moilel applies only for the case of a high-friction
surface.

Although there is nothing to prevent the bicycle
model fro¡n being used for vehicles with steerable
rear axlesr steerable rear axles are not treateal in
thÍs paper. À1I of the analyses that follor apply
only to vehicles vrith unsteered rear axles, for which
an equivalent vehicle unit r,eheelbase can be assumed.

ANÀLYSES IN USE

Maxlmu¡n Offtracking

For a glven radÍus of turn, the ¡naxirnu¡n offtracking
occurs when the vehicle ha6 reached a steady-state
condition. The case of steady turning is relatively
simple to ânaÌyze for the bicycle model. Because the
vehicle is a rigid body. there is a center of rota-
tion about whfch every point Ín the body rotates.
The no-slip condltion at the rear means that the
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circle traced by the rear wheel ¡nust be perfectly
tangenÈ to the vehicle body, as shown in Figure 3.
This condition of tangency tneans that the Pythagorean
theorem cañ be used to calculate the radius of the
circular path at, the rear sheel:

nl=nf"-{

Thus the no-sLip conditíon requires that the rear
axle nust follow a srnaller radius than does the
front, such that steady-state offtracking is always
inboard. Note that the offtracking is rnaximu¡n at the
equivalent rear axle position because it ls onJ-y at
the position of the rear axle that the vehicle frame
Ís exactly tangent to the curve. EÍther for¡vard or
aft of this positionr the vehicle must be further
fro¡n the cÍrcular curve (and thus it must lie on a
longer radius curve) as can be seen fro¡n the figure.

FICURB 3 Use of the Pythagorean
theorem to compute maximum
(steady-state) offtracking in a

constant-radius turn.

,rust as the steady turning of a motor vehicle is
determined by the radius of the path followed by the
front axler the turning of a to$real trailer is deter-
mined by the radius of the articulation point (hitch
location). Figure 4 shows the geo¡netry for the case
of a tractor-senitrailer vehicle. Às before, the
Pythagorean theorem appLiqs to the tractor ' such that
the radius of the effective rear axle (Rf) can be
calcuLated using Equation i. rhe Pythagoreãn theorem

FIGURE 4 Uee of the

þthagorean theorem to
analy?Æ maximum (steady-state)
offtracking of a tractor-
semitrailer in a conetant radius
turn.

(1)



(3)

al= af;- rl
= R]r, 12, + x2, - r,/
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is used consecutively to next calculate the radius
of the path traced by the hitch

nfr=n!+rl
=n? -r?+x? (2')

¡.NII

and it is used once ¡nore to compute the radius of
the effective trailer axle!

The path taken by the hitch is the input for the
trailer, just as the path taken by the front axle is
the input for the tractor. This procedure can be ex-
tended for more trailing units. Thus complex combi-
nation vehicles can be analyzed for steady turning
(maxi¡nu¡n offtracking) simpJ.y by repeated application
of the Pythagorean theorem. when this is done, the
cumulative offtracking of the rearnost effective axle
can always be calculated directly. A simplified ver-
sion of the general forrnuLa was originally recon-
¡nended by the l{estern Highway Institute (I,ùHI) (3)
and has been adopted as a recomnended practice by
Che Society of Auto¡notive Engineers (SÀE) (4). (The
hitch offset parameters' designated Ài in this
paper, are neglected becâuse they are usually much
snaller than the wheelbase parameters and thus have
a negligible effect when sguared in Equat.ion 3.)

The steady-turning scenario, represented by the
SAE formula, gives only the naximu¡n offtracking that
will eventually occur for a given vehicle configura-
tion and input radius. Hovrever, for ¡nany large trucks
the steady turn condition is not reached until- the
vehicle has turned more than 360 degrees. For tight
(small-radius) turns, Equation 3 may not have a
solution. For exa¡nple, typical length paraneters for
a 60-ft tractor-senitrailer combinat,ion vehicle are

Lt = 16.S ft (5.0 n),
LZ = 37.0 ft (II.3 m), and
Àt=o'
Equation 3 wiLl give a zero radius for the rear¡nost
axle when Rin = 40.5 ft (12.4 m); for any shorter
radius the t.railer is forced backward and Equation 3

cannot be used.
In practice' nearly all situations for which off-

tracking performance is desired are transient. The
steady-turning relations eere presented here nainly
as an introduction to the nore generalized analyses
of transient turning that folIow.

Tractrix Inteqrator

The transÍent path followed by the rear axle in a
bicycle model is called the general tractrix of the
path followed by the front point. The tractríx is
defined by the tvro mathematical constraints that have
been illustrated in FÍgures 3 and 4, nanely'

1. The rear axle is always a constant dÍstance
fron the front axle (wheelbase) and

2. The path traced by the rear axle is at all
times tangent to the line connecting thê rear axle
to the front axle (no-slip condition for the un-
steered r,rheeL) .

The tractrix integrator is a drafting instrument
that can be used to trace the trâctrix of a curve
(3r5). The instrument consists of a bar supported at
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one end by a stylus (the front point) and at the
other by a single knife-edge wheel (the rear axle).
The tractrix integrator is essentially â physical
bicycle nodel.

The distance betr,¿een the wheel and the stylus or
the integrator can be adjusted to model different
wheelbases. To use the integrator, a scaled drawing
is prepared for the input curve, which would be foL-
lowed by the front axle of the vehicle of interest.
The distance between the stylus and the wheel of the
tractrix integrator is adjusted to match the r.rheel-
base of the vehicle according to the scale chosen
for the drawing. The erheel of the integrator is
coated with wet ink, and the input curve is carefully
traced vrith the stylus. The inked wheelr rolling in
Iine with the bar, draws the tractrix. For a combi-
nation vehicle, the instrunent would next be adjusted
to match the wheelbase of the trailerr and the
process v¡ould be repeated using the tractrix of the
Iead unit vehicle as the ínput for the second unit.
Thus the path followed by the rear axle of the
trailer is the tractrix of a tractrix.

The tract,rix integrator can be used for any trac-
tor-trailer conbination and any type of input path.
The procedure described for tractor-trailer combina-
tÍons can be extended to include doublê and triple
co¡nbinations by using the tractrix of the previous
unit as the input for the following unit. The trac-
trix integrator gives on]-y the paths that $rould be
taken by the center of the vehicle--the r,rheels in a
bicycle ¡nodel. To obtain the swept path, the drafts-
man must, manually add the width of the vehicle.

The procedure used for multiple vehicle combina-
tions does not allow for hitch locations that are
offset from the equivalent axle locations. Often
these offsets are fairly small relative to the
wheelbase measurenents so this error is negligible.

Exact Solution

ceneral nathematical solutions for the tractrix of
both straight-line and circular steering curves have
been derived (5) and can be used to shov? quantita-
tively just how the radius of the rear axle varies
during the turn. Considering t.he sinPlicity of the
vehicle geometry and path inputs, the relations are
striking in their complexity. Because the path of
the rear âxIe of the tractor is not circularr the
recursive approach used with the Pythagorean theorem
and tractrix integrator cannot be used v¡ith the exact
solutions. The exact solution is therefore limited
to a single-component vehicle, unless great Liberties
are taken when fornulating engineering approxima-
tions.

Design Templates

The most popular ¡nethod for esti¡nating offtracking
requirements involves overlaying a te¡nPlâte with a
scale drawing of the design area. The template shows
the swepth path of a specific vehicle in a specific
turn--typically a 45-ft radius for the outside wheel,
which corresponds to a 4l-ft radius for the center
of the front ax1e. For these tetnplates' the vehicle
approaches the turn along a straight line, follows
the constant radius arc for a specified arc angler
and then departs in a stralght line. The arc angles
are typically 90 and I80 degrees, although other
angles are sometimes aLso shovrn. The ÀÀSHTO green
book includes figures for several design vehicles
(6), and similar tempLates are available frotn other
sources (3). ltost of the design templates nere pre-
pared graphically using a traxtrix integrator.
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NUMERICAL ¡T1ETHOD

None of the methods discussed thus far are cornpletely
satisfactory as an everyday design tooL. The ten-plates can offer only an approximate indication of
the offtråcking that, a design vehicle would exhibit
in a reference turn. The radii used as inputs for
the templates may have little in common r,rith the
design area. A ¡nore immediate problem is that tem-plates are not necessarily available for the vehicle
of interest, particularJ.y if it vras not previously
alloned on public roads. OnIy the tract,rix lntegratoiis capable of providing a iepresentative simuLation
of an arbitrary vehicle following an arbitrary path.
Às a drafting instrument, however, it, requires scale
drawings and a certain amount of skilt in its use
and interpretation, and it has not. proven practical
for everyday use. The alternative that follows is
basically a comput,er simulation of the tractrix
integrator.

General Approach

A nurnerical offtracking solution must duplicate the
operation of the tract,rix integrator. Thus the con-
straints that define a tractrix need to be trånslâted
into ¡nathe¡natical eguivalents. Although a generalized
mathemaÈical solution to the tractrix problen is not
known, it is relatively simple to soLve the tractrix
equations for very short distances. The generaJ.
solution ¡nethod is therefore one of stepping through
the trajectories.

Because the computations are intended to be pro-
graruned into a computer, it, is convenient at this
point to consider a flovrchart of the sinulation,
which is shown as Figure 5. The flowchart shor.rs threer'loops" through which the flow of the program might
be redirected to repeat computationâI sequences. Thenain loop, which goes from the bottom diã¡nond box to
the box labeled b, indicates that, when aLl of the
caLculations have been perforned for a specific pointalong the input path, the vehicle is ¡nãved foiward
slightly and the process is repeated for the newposition. The incretnent (as¡ is usually set to avalue of I ft (0.3 m). tqhen the vehicle has reached
the end of the path, the progran finishes as indi-
cated by QUIT at the botton of the chart.

There are also tr,ro inner J-oops in which calcuLa-
tions are repeated for each unit in the co¡nbination
vehicle. The letter n in the decision dia¡nonds indi-
cates the nu¡nber of vehicle units and would be set
to n=I for an automobile, n=2 for a tractor-
se¡nit.railer, n=4 for a doubles combination (trac-
tor, senitrailer, dotly, pup sernitraÍIer), and so
forth. Note that for a single-unit vehicle, none of
the caLculations $rould be repeated ând there r,rould
only be the sÍngle loop ínvolving the calculation of
posit,ion as the vehicle stepped through the rnaneuver.

Coordinates of a point in a vehicle Unit

l,fhen the position of the rear wheel of a vehicLe unit
and the heading angle are both known, the position
of any point associated with that unie can be cal-culated on the basis of the position of the point
within the vehicle unit. Figure 6 shows the x-y co-ordinate systems used in this paper to describepoints lying on a vehicle unit. There is an absolute
coordinate systen needed to describe the positions
of the vehicle units as they trace a path, designed
with capital letters, xry. The origin of the systern
is arbitrary and can be set to any convenient loca-
tion. (The beginning of the input path is one such
convenient location.) In addition, each unit has its

UGUßI 5 Florv char.t for offtr.acking computation
rnethod.
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trIGURD 6 Coordinates of arbitr.ary
point P in vehicle unit.

ovrn relative coordinate systen, designated by sub-
script Lovrer-case letters (xirVi). Às shown in
the figure, the origin of thJ relative coordinate
system (xir yi) has absoÌute coordinates (Xi, yi) and
is located ât the position of the rear axle oi that
unit. Note that positive x vâlues lie in front of
the axle and that positive y values lie on the right
side of the vehicle centerline. The absotute coordi-
nates of the point indicated in the figure are

Xp=Xi+PxcosO-PysinO (4)

Yp=Yi+PxsinO+pycosO (5)

where \ and Yo are the absoLute coordinates of
the poiñt. p, p; and pv are t,he relative coordi-
nates of the point p wl.thin the vehicle unit. ând
xi and Yi are the absolute coordinates of the
rear wheel of the unit.

Points of interest that wouLd be located using
Equations 4 and 5 are the front point (with relative

q/
x¡'Yt'

.. YES.._'._--_._'---___

YES

_\ NO
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lor each unit
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Znd INNER LOOP
Compute increnurtal

arcfor each utit
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OUTER IAOP - Advatce
vehicle through input pailr
ín snall increncnts of Ls
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coordinates Px = Lir Py = 0) and the hitch location
(coordinates Px = Ài i pv = 0). Two other points of
interest are (a) the outei-front corner of the lead-
ing vehicle unit., which usually defines the outer
edge of the s$repth path' and (b) the inner-rear
wheels on the rearmost. unitr which usually define
the inner edge of the sr,¡ept path.

Equations 4 and 5 are used directl'y in plotting
reference points (step h in Figure 5) and are also
used to determine the Ínitial vehicle position (step
a in Figure 5). when used to begin the simulation,
Xi and Yi represent the front point of the unit,
ana xo and Yo are the calculated initial position of
the rèar axlè, using Px = -Li' and Py = 0.

Characterization of Input Path

Most of the tiner designers are interested in the
case of the vehicle rnaking a circular turn for some

angle of interest (typically 90 degrees) and then
exiting the turn in a straight line. Thus the path
input is represented by a circular arc ancl a tangent
line. A nore general representation would be helpful,
hovrever, so that offtracking simulations could deal'
nore realistically with the types of rnaneuvers that
truck drivers actually nake. For exa¡npler when turn-
ing to the right in an intersection, the driver rnight
first turn to the left to make better use of avaiL-
able space.

A genera].ized input path could be specifieil as a

series of x-y coordinates at closely spaced inter-
vâ1s, but this would reduce flexibility in selecting
an appropriate distance incrementr and requires ân
assumption of how the points are connected (straight
1ines, arcs, poLynomiat function) in order to derive
a solution. In this paper the input path will be
characterized âs a sequence of arcs. The end point
of one arc is also the beginning point of the next'
and the arcs are constrained to be tangent r'rhere they
meet. Using this method, most lnput paths of interest
can be represented with just two arcs--the first a

constant-radius turnr and the second a straight line
out of the turn. $lhen nore conplex paths are desired,
they can be built up easily from congruent arcs, as
shown for three examples in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows
the sinple case for tvro arcsr the second of which
has zero curvature. FÍgure 7b shows a more conplex
type of turn that could be used to ¡node1 a maneuver
in-which the driver first turns to the left in order
to obtain ¡nore room for a right turn. It is conposed

p1 =p5 =-p2=-pl P3=P5=0 st=s2=s¿=s5

c. Lane chanSe

FIGURD 7 Tlrrec maneuvers rePresented ag

sequencee of circular arcs.
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of four arcs, the fourth of which has zero curvature.
Figure 7c shovrs a lane-change type of path, vrhich
could be used to model the maneuver made by a bus
pulling into a bus-stop lane and then leaving.

Each arc segment in a path is subject to teo con-
straints at the end points to maintain continuity:
(a) the end points of consecutive arcs must neet and
(b) they must be tangent to each other. As a result
of these constraints, each arc can be defined mathe-
matically by two paraneters: radius and length.
Mathematically, it is ¡nore convenient to use curva-
ture--the inverse of radÍus with units of l,/length--
than direct radius (v¡hich is infinite for a straight
Line) or degree of curvature (which has arbitrary
units ând reguires conversion factors). Turns to the
right are indicated in this Paper as positive curva-
ture, straight tines have zero curvaturer and curves
to the left. have negative curvature. The curvature
of an arcs is indicated as p, and radius is there-
fore !/p,

The second parameter used in the following deri-
vations is arc length. indicated as s. The arc length
is used instead of the interior angLe because arc
length is relevant for straight lines, whereas an
interior angJ.e is not.

In addition to the two paraneters for each arc,
the X-Y coordinates of the first point and the head-
ing angle (O) at the first point can be included
for plotting purposes to match the coordinates of
the input path to another coordinate systen. when
these values are specified for the first ârcr cor-
responding coordinates and heading angle can be com-
puted for all subsequent arcs frorn the conditions of
continuity.

coordinates of a Point on an Arc

To begin the mâthematical representation of vehicle
offtracking, consider the co¡nputation of the x-y co-
ordinates of an arbitrary point on a circular arc.
Figure I shows a sketch of an arc with curvature p

and tength s. In addition, the coordÍnates of the
beginning point of the arc are given as Xgr Y0t
and the initial heading angle is OO. At dÍstance
s along the arc. the heading angJ.e will be the ini-
tiat angle plus the angle subtended by the arc. The
angle is the product of the arc Length and the cur-
vaturer and thus

Q=Og+sp (6)

The coordinates of the end of the arc (for nonzero
curvature) can be written as

x = XO + e/pl [sin (00 + sp) - sin 66]

y = y0 - $/pl fcos (Q0 + sp) - cos ç61

which can be rnanipulated (using trigononetric iden-
tities) to yield

x = X0 + s [sinc (sp) cos g6

- sinc (sp,/2) sin 0¡ sin (so/211 (7)

v = Y0 + s [sin (sp/21 sínc (sp,/2) cos 69
+ sinc (sp) sin ool (8)

where the function sine curve (sinc) is defined as

sinc (x) : sin (x)/x (9)

Although Eguations ? and I are derived for non-
zero curvature, they are also valid for straight
lines when p = 0 when they revert to sinpler forn
lif p = g, then sinc (sp) = sinc (sp/21 = I, and sin

a. Simple 90'turn b. Complex 90" turn
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t.an û = Àípi

r.ân I = rJjpj

FIGURE B Coordinates along a constant.
radius curve.

(sp/2) = 97. These equations are used in severalplaces in the offtracking simulation to compute ner,,coordinates for various points (Steps b, d, and f inFigure 5).

Riqid Body Rotation

As a rigid body follows a curved path, at any instantit can be characterized by a clnter of rotation.Figure 3 shows t,his for a single vehicle unit andalso indfcates how the center of rotat,ion is calcu_lated for the bicycle model: it is the intersectionof the tt¡o radial _tines (labeled R1 and Ri¡) thatpass through the end points of the *bicycle 
ää¿ arenor¡nal to the pâths follor,¡ed by thoså points. Figure4 shows the special, steady-stãte case in which bothunits of a two-unit vehicle have the sarne center ofrotation. fn. the figure both intersections occur atthe same point because this is an illustration ofthe steady-state case. For transient offtrackÍng¡the two centers of rotation change as the vehicleprogresses and do not coincide.

For s¡nall novetnents about any given positlon, thepaths of aIJ. points ol the vehicle are ãpproximatelycircular, as defined by the instantaneouå curvature.
Furthermore, the approxirnation beco¡¡es more exact asthe distances becorne smaller. fhus the movenents ofthe axles of the vehicle can be cornputed using Equa_tions 5-B if the distance s ís sma1l. For nost ap_plications, a step interval of several feet is ade_quate, and an interval of 

^s 
= I ft (0.3 ,n) is aconservative choice to keep errors negJ.ígib1e.

The nethod used to compute oeetiaciing can besurn¡nârized in two steps, r,¡hich are repãatãa as shown
9y !1" two Ínner loops in the flon chårt (Figure 5).In the first loop, the curvature at the rear axle isconputed for each vehicle unit. In the second step,nehr poslt.ions for each unit are calculated on thebasis of an incremental advance of the front axle ofthe lead vehicle unlt.

tiqyr:.9 shows the geometry for an arbitrary vehicleunit (j) hitched to the preceding unit (f) such that

Even though it is shown for two linked units,Equation 13 also applies to the first vehicle unitwhere j = 1 and i = 0. In this case, Àn = 0, and 0nand pO are the current heading angle" and' ;;;;:ture of the input path.
Starting with the fÍrst vehicle unit, Equation 13is appLied in turn to each vehicle unit to obtainthe curvature at the rear axle for that vehicle unit¡as shown by the first loop in the fLor,, chart (Figures).

Y (east)

forrîed, with the

(10 )

(11)

function of

This poin is rhe intercection of2 circles,
. radii L¡ and It p¡

ß=0i-tj*o

Eguations 10-12 can be combined
yield

pj = [tan (01 - e¡) + Àio1J,/(Li tl
- Àipitan (ei - qjll ¡
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(12 )

and manipulated to

(13 )

x j,Yj

FIGURB 9 Computation of
curvature of rear axle.

Updating Vehicle positions

Equat,ions 5-8 and 13 can be used to compute nei¡ co_ordinates and. heading angles for each vãhic1e unit,lt the correct arc distance is known. The incrernentaldistances are not the sane for each vehicle unit andwill vary during the simulation. Figure l0 shows that.the arc length can be defined by a point of inter_section of two arcs with known centers and radii.

point is known (input)

newe j

AIso-, the angle g can be erltten as athe heading angles of the tÍo units

_l/pi
old 0¡

FIGURE l0 Calculation of ncw position of rear
axle.

The coordinates of the new axLe position (X*,
Yi) can be expressed using Equations Z and g3 J-

This point is known
(old position)

xj = xj + sj[sinc (sioi)cos ei
- sinc (sioi,/2)sin 0i sin (siol/2)l

= xi + s5ô*

XJ YJ

(new)

Xi'Yj

(r4 )



The coordinates of the front of the unit are the
sa¡ne as the coordinates of the hitch for the preced-
ing unit. Applying Ðquations 7 and I gives the hitch
coordinates:

n--2

Lr = 17.5 ft (5.3 nt), Àr = 2.1 ft (0.6 m)

Lt= 40.0 ft (12.2 nì)
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vj = "i 
+ sjlsin (sioi,/2)sinc (sioi/2) cos 0j

+ sinc (sioi) sin (oi)l

= Yi + si6"

where x] and yl are the new coordinates for

wheel of unit j, and

ôx = sinc (sioi) cos ei

- sinc (sioi/2) sin 0i sin (sio3,/2)

6y = "itr 
(sioi/2) sinc (s5oi,/2) cos 0j

+ sinc (s3oi) sin ei

Xh=Xi+Àicosei

Yh=Yi+À1sin01

The distance between the front and rear
uniÈ can be câIcutated from the coordinates
t,ions 14, 15, I8¡ and 19) and must equal the
base (Lj). The Pythagorean theorern gives

tx.+s.6 x. 12+ (Y.+s.ô -Y,12' j lx h' I lY n

Equation 20 can be solved for si to yield

s. = {a 6 + a ô- t(t? - 
^2 

-¿?lto?+-j '-x-x YY -'l x Y x

* (o*ô* * oror)27r/2¡¡ tol + oll

where

ôx=xj-xh
-xj xi-Àicos0i

at=Yi-Y¡
=Yj-Yi Ài sin 0i
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EXAMPLES

Templates for Two vehicles

Tables I and 2 give the pararneters that are used to
describe two vehicles of interest: a long (6O-ft)
tractor-senitrailer and a typical (65-ft) doubles
combination. Note that a typicat doubles conbination
is composed of four units: tractor, semitrailer,
dol1y, and second senitrâiler. A triples combination

TABLII t Vehicle Paranreters for Long Tractor'Se¡nitrailer
Coml¡ination (60 ft Ovcrall, 4B-ft Trailer')

llicycle Modcl Para¡ncters Refercncc Points

(rs)

the rear

(16)

(17 )

(18)

(Ie)

of the
(Equa-
wheel-

(20 )

(2r)

(22')

(23',)

Left front corncr of tractor
(Unit I )

l'* = 20.5 ft (6.25 trr), Py =
-4 0 ft (1.2 nr)

Left front wheel of tractor
(Unit l), P' = 17.5 ft (5.3
nr), P, = -4.0 ft (1.2 nt)

Midpoint betwcen right otlt-
sidc rvhccls of scnìitraile¡
(Unit 2), Px = 0, Py =
4.25 ft (1.3 nì)

l

TABLD 2 Vehicle Palarnctets for Doul¡les Combination (Cab'

Over-Bngine Tractor, Trvo 28'ft Trailcrs,65'ft Overall Length)

Bicycle Mo(lcl P¡rametcrs Refcrence Points

n=4

Lr = 11.00 ft (3..4 nì), trr = 1.8 ft (0.5 nì)

L2 = 22.8 ft (6.9 nr), \z = -2.2 ft (-0.7 m)

L3 = 6.1 ft (1.9 m), l¡ = 0

Lq = 22.8 ft (6.9 nì)

Lcft front corner of Iractor
(Unit I )

Px = 14.0 ft (4.3 m), P, =
-4.0 ft (1.2 m)

Left front whecl of tractor
(Unit I )

Px = I 1.0 ft (3.4 nr), I'y =
-4.0 ft (1.2 n)

Midpoint betwccn riglìt out'
sidc rvhccls of second scmi'
railcr (Unit 4), P* = 0,
Py = 4.25 ft (1.3 nr)

would usually be conposed of six units containing
the four from the doubles plus an aclditional dolly
and semitrailer. Table 2 includes a negative hitch
offset (ÀZ). This means that the hítch is behind
the effective rear axle for the second unit¡ the
first semitrailer. Figures 11 and L2 show traces of
the two points that define a swept path in a right
turns the left front cornêr of the tractor and the
midpoint of the right i,theets of the rearmost unit.
The path lying 4 ft to the left of the input path is
also shown. The input for these two figures is a
4I-ft-radius turn (at the vehi.cle center) followed
for angles of 9Or I80, 270t and 360 degrees. Although
longer, the doubles co¡nbination svreeps a narroeter
path than does the tractor-semitrailer combination.
Indeed, the tractor-semitrailer is too long to reach
a steady-state conditÍon for a 4I-ft-radius turn'
and Equation 3 (the SAE fornula) has no solution for
this vehicle.

Figure 13 shows the type of trajectory that would
be predicted for the tractor-senitralLer for a con-
tinued turn. The figure is based on the same radius
input but continues the turn for three complete
circles (I080 degrees). shortly after 360 degrees,
the rear wheels of the trailer have tracked so far
inboard that the trailer is actually being pushed
backwards as the tractor Progresses. As it is pushed
backwards, it tracks outward in a diverging path un-

ô2)
v

Equation 2L is not a compLete nathematical solu-
tion for si because the terms 6x and ôy' which appear

in the equation, are themselves functions of sj
(Equations 16 and 17). However' it becones a good

aplroxination if a close estimate of si is used in
nãuations 16 and l?. Because the incre-¡nent ôs used

in the cornputation is small enough for all of the
paths to be approximately circular, the change in
s: from one increment to the next is s¡nalI. Thus
tte value of s1 that vtas câlcuLated for the pre-
vious position õan be used in Equations 16 and 17 to
compute ô* and 6yr and those values are used in Egua-
tion 2I to obtaiñ the new value of si.

For the first calculation there' is no previous
value of si to use. Hovrever, if the rnultiple units
of the veh'icle are lined with each other (atl ar-
t.iculation angles at the hitches are zero), then aII
axles rnust move the same distance. This orientation
is assumed for starting purPoses, and therefore each
variable s¡ is initially equal to the increment of
the front axJ.er sg = ôs.
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wheel of Trailèr

Sâyers
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FIGURB I I Offtracking for a 60-ft h'actor'-
scmitrailer vchicle in a 4l-ft-radius turn (45
ft to the outside front wheel).

Position Eost

FIGURE 12 Offtracking fol a 65-ft
doul¡les combinâtion vehicle in a 4l-ft-
radius turn (45 ft to the outside front
wheel).

Position Eost

FIGURB 13 Example of a trailel backing up
when attempting a continued sl¡ort-radius
furn

til it is so far outboârd that it can go no further.
Àfter this point it is once again puJ.led by the
tractor and tracks inboard. The figure denonstrates
that the numerical ¡nethod is stable and versatile,
but is aLso demonstratès a result that. could not be
obtained with an actual vehicle. To generate the
paths shown, the trailer had to pass over the trac-

6I

tor. That is, t,he articulation angle bet$¡een tractor
and trailer went. clear to 180 degrees and continued.
Actuâl tractor-semitrail-ers are const.rained to ar-
ticulation angles of a lÍt.tle ¡nore than 90 degrees,
so a real vehicle would have janned and possibly been
danaged if this maneuv€r had been attempted.

Ðescription of the Apple II Prograrn

A computer program that performs the offtracking
computations described in this paper and prepares
plots of the paths on an X-Y plotter is available
fro¡n F¡IWA. The program v¡as r,rritten for the FHWA at
the University of l4ichigan Transportation Reseârch
Institute (UMTRI) as part of the project "Inpact of
Specific Geo¡netric Features on Truck Operations and
Safety at Interchânges" (contract DTFH61-83-C-0054).
The progra¡n runs on an Apple II computer (II+, IIe,
IIc) and reguires 48k menory and one disk drive. The
progran is self-contained and relatively user
friendly, so that persons who do not hâve any ex-
perience with computers in general (or the Àpp1e II
in part.icular) can use the program without learning
much about the operation of an Apple II.

The progran allores the user to enter, edit, and
sâve input paths ând vehicLe descriptions. When a
vehicle description and a path description are both
chosen, the progra¡n si¡nulates the trâcking of the
selected vehicle as it follows the seLected path.
The coordinates of the reår axles of each vehicle
unit are stored on disk along with the heading angle.
Preselected reference points are plotted on the dis-
play screen to sho!, the progress of the si¡nulation.
Later, the stored data can be used to plot the paths
of any arbitrary points in the vehicle.

Scaled hard copies of the vehicle offtracking
paths can be obtained in two r.rays. If a plotter (the
Apple X-Y plotter) is available. the program will
use it to make scaLed ink drawings of the paths
traced by any reference points of interest. The
plot.ter can use either paper or transpârent material,
so it is convenient for making transparent, overLa!¡
ternplates. Although t.he progra¡n was developed pri-
narily for use with a plot,ter, it also allows a dot
matrix printer to be used if a ,,smart.r'.interface card
thât can control the printer to reproduce the graphic
inage from the screen is installed in the cornputer.
Àt the tine the progran eras vrritten there was no
software available that alLowed detailed graphics
covering an entire printed page at once. (The main
problern is t,hat a full 8- by 10-in. printer page
contains rnore than 4 million dots and requires rnore
than 400k bytes to store the image.) The hard copy
is limited to the information shor¡n on the screen.
To rnake a typical scaled plot, it is necessary to
nâke four hard copies, each shovring a different
fraction of the entire plot,. These can then be taped
together, as shonn in Figure 14. Thus the trade-off
in cost versus perforrnance between a printer and
plotter includes both speed and quality. The pLotter
produces high-quality output in less tirne than the
pr inter .

The prograrn was developed for a microcomputer in-
stead of a mainframe coÍìputer in order to nake the
program ¡nore accessible to state agencies. Most lârge
computers (and many small cornputers) have special
hardware and software for plotting, which means that
â program wÍth graphic output wiII require custorn-
ization to run on a part,icular installation. By using
an inexpensive and co¡nmonly available microcornputer,
the problerns assoclated wíth installation effort and
hardware incompatibility are reduced, ând they can
be conpletely elininated by using the supported x-y
pLot,ter.
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The main disadvantage of this progran is that it
is slow to execute. It takes fro¡n several minutes to
about 20 ¡nin to calculate the offtracking paths for
a single vehicle ¡nâDêllvêEr with the longer tÍ¡nes
needed for the ¡nore co¡nplicated vehicles (doublesr
t,riples). It then takes 5 to 15 min to nake a plot,
as it reads stored data frorn a disk file. (If the
hard copy is made with a dot-¡natrix printerr the tine
is nultiplied by the number of printed images that
must be taped together to obtain the full-scale
plot. )

SI,DIMÀRY

À revier,, of the nethods in use by designers to esti-
¡nate the offtracking of heavy trucks shoers that ana-
lytical ¡nethods are not available for predicting
low-speed offtracking for transient paths. T1'ro

graphic methods are used instead: the tractrix in-
tegrator (a tlrafting device) and transparent overlay
templatesr usually generated with the tractrix inte-
grator. A co¡nputer-based nethod for graphing the
co¡nplete s$ept path of an arbitrary vehicle making
any type of turn at low speed is described anil
de¡nonstrated. The computer nethod is essentially a
numerÍcal version of the tractrix integratorr with
the i¡nprovenents thât can be obtained using conputer
graphics equipnent. À progratn that uses this ¡nethod
has been developed for the ÀpPte II conputer and is
available to the public from the FHwÀ. $lhen equipped
with the appropriate plotting hardwarer it Proiluces
hÍgh-quality scaled drawings of vehicle offtracking.
The progran can simulate most highway vehicles and
handle arbitrarily conplex turn geonetries. Therefore
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virtually any geometric design can be evaluated for
a particular vehicle of interest.
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